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Name: ID:
Midterm Exam (  20 -3-2018) Total Marks:   10 points
Computer Graphics        Time: 30 mins           Instructor: Dr. Ghada Ahmed

Please use a pencil

1.Euler angles use the least memory; matrices use
more memory but don't suffer from Gimbal lock
and have nice analytical properties; and
quaternions strike a nice balance of both, being
lightweight, but free from Gimbal lock.
A True

B False

2.Which one of the following is the nearest
neighbor interpolations?
A

B

C

D non of the above

3.Give each NPC slightly different set of rules to
create illusion of personalities, is an example of
using swarm intelligence in games.
A True

B False

4.nLERP is used when variable velocity needed
with shortest path interpolation
A True

B False

5.Which on of the following is acceptable for
bouncing ball motion.
A

B

C none

D both

6.why we use quaternions versus rotation matrix
for rotations?
A To avoid Gimbal lock

B the quaternion has the advantage in size
and speed

C both a and b

D rotation matrix is better

7.Staging to make the action more believable and
expressive
A True

B False

8.The simulation is active and controllable , While
animation is passive and automatic generated.
A True

B False

9.The state of a game world is the combination of
the states of all the objects within it: the state of
the player and the states of all NPCs
A True

B False

10.We should prepare the audience for the next
movement and direct
their attention to a certain part of the screen
A True

B False

11. Can we adjust the temporal curve (as a function
of time) to control how fast the
object moves along the path without changing
the path itself?
A Yes

B No
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12.

Which points could be choose when applying
SLERP(q0,q1,t)?
A (a)

B (b)

C (c)

D none of these points

13.We can define animation error as defining the
rigidity and mass of an object by distorting its
shape during an action
while the volume should remain constant
A True

B False

14.A Bézier Curve is bounded by the convex hull of
its control points.
A True

B False

15.one of the Polynomial Interpolation
disadvantages is:
A oscillate unexpectedly

B discontinuous derivative

C not continuous

D discontinuous curve

16.In creating an appealing character pose, we
should avoid that both arms or legs are in the
same position doing the
same thing
A True

B False

17.How we can implement Hierarchical State
Machines in an interactive game?
A stack

B Just Classes and methods

C Queue

D all is possible

18.Which of the following represent interpolation by
Spline curves?
A

B

C

D all of the above

19.The game AI engine consists of user interface,
strategy, and decision making.
A True

B False

20.............. is a method of animating an object by
defining
starting and ending points of a smooth transition
A Data-Driven

B Procedural animation

C Keyframing

D all of the above

21.Unit quaternions can be seen as points on a unit
sphere, interpolating between these points use
any path to connect it.
A True

B False

22.Animation overlapping means to start a second
action before the first
action has completely finished
A True

B False
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